An intense single-mode correlated-spontaneous-emission laser or maser can be realized by driving the active atoms coherently with an injected external field. The scheme involves single-photon transitions unlike the two-photon or quantum-beat correlated-emission lasers that utilize correlations between successive photon-cascade emissions or between simultaneous emissions into two modes of the field. Quenching of both the amplitude and phase noise and, in certain cases, squeezing of the amplitude fluctuations are found. 
The reduction of quantum noise and the enhancement of coherence in lasers and masers has been a longstanding goal in quantum optics. One method of accomplishing this involves the introduction of correlations between pairs of photons emitted simultaneously in certain devices. We have proposed several schemes for achieving correlated-spontaneous-emission laser (CEL) operation in two-mode systems, ' and in single-mode two-photon systems.
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The last term on the right-hand side accounts for the cavi- Fig. 1 as a 
